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LASER-CUT WOOD DECORATIONS
Our ornament in birchwood is perfect for 
your holiday tree  (3015).  
Our table-top trees come in 
three sizes to accent your table.  
3016.  $16.50   5.9”
3017.  $24.00   7.9”
3018.  $34.00   9.8”

TOMTE RIBBON 
Our cotton ribbon from 
Sweden will add a special accent 
to your wrapping.  It comes in a 
two yard bundle.  1” wide. 
3007.  $4.75/bdl.
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We’ve all waited for a year for this holiday to arrive.  There will be renewed 
celebration together with friends & family with all the traditions and treats.  

A Christmas greeting comes in many forms.  Sometimes it is  “God Jul” or “Hyvää  Joulua” or “Merry Christmas”.  
Sometimes it is a present of a baked treat from a recipe that has been shared for 

generations.  Sometimes it is a present chosen because it is just right for someone special on your gift list.

3016

3017

3018

3015.   $12.00   3.5” 

3008    2.5”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
If you are looking for a natural 
kitchen, you’ll love our Swedish 
dishcloths.  Made of 70% 
cellulose and 30% cotton, they 
are washing machine sturdy, 
but also biodegradable.   
3011 to 3014.  $7.00 ea.   
6.7 X 8”

GNOME 
GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
Personal 
reflectors are 
a must for 
everyone 
walking
outdoors 
during long 
winter nights. 
3006.  $6.00   
2.5”  

3011

3012

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDERS
The heat from a tealight gently spins our 
candleholders. 3004 or 3005.   $17.50 each  

PAPER NAPKINS
are perfect for your holiday entertaining.  
Our triple-ply napkins come in cocktail or 
luncheon sizes in packages of 20.
3009 C.   Little Trees  $5.50/Pkg.    
3009 L.   Little Trees  $7.50/Pkg.   
3010 C.   Winter Trees $5.50/Pkg.      
3010 L.   Winter Trees $7.50/Pkg.  

God Jul

RED HYGGE NOTECARDS  
By Kirsten Sevig
Cheerful illustrations for a hygge home 
are printed on recycled paper.  
Eight assorted cards & envelopes.  
3001.  $13.95  4.5 X 6”

LASER-CUT METAL ORNAMENTS
These intricately-cut ornaments come in 
note cards so you can mail them.
3003 or 3008.   $14.00 each

3001
3002

BARK NATIVITY SET
Our charming nativity set was intricately 
cut out so that the parts nest together. 
3002.   $28.00   4.2” 

3006

3007

LITTLE TREES NAPKINS

3009 C                  3009 L

3010 C  or  3010 L

30053004 3003   2.7”

3013

3014



3024 R

3032.   $12.75   2.6” 3031.   $12.75   2.6” 

3034.   $6.75   2.6” 3033.   $6.75   2.6” 

3030.   $9.75   2.7” 3029.   $9.75   2.7” 

54

SWEDISH TOMTAR
Our festively-clad figures have felt caps and a folk ribbon-decorated body. 
Available in three styles in red or green:   3039 G or R.   $13.00  4.9”  
3040 G or R.   $13.00  5.1”     3041 G or R.   $17.00  6.7” 

Tomte

3022

3024 G

3040 G

3039 R
3039 G

3040 R

3042 R

3041 G

3027 N
3037.   
$7.75   
3” 

2036

TOMTE ORNAMENTS
Our selection includes knit-costumed pairs with 
hand-painted details from Sweden and a barkwood 
gnome from Poland.  3029 to 3038.

3027 R

3028 R

3028 N

SWEDISH TOMTAR
Our family of tomtar come in either nat-
ural birch or lacquered red.
3027 N or R.  $14.50    4.2”  
3028 N or R.  $17.00    5.6”  

FOREST TOMTE NAPKINS

3025 L or C

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
Our always-popular cloths from Sweden 
are a great hostess gift..   
3019 to 3023.   $7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8”

DISHCLOTH ENVELOPES  
We now have envelopes just the size to hold a 
Swedish dishcloth.  Only two stamps are needed 
to mail a “functional” greeting.
3024 G or R.  $1.50 each

PAPER NAPKINS
Our triple-ply napkins come in cocktail or 
luncheon sizes in packages of 20.
3025 C.   $5.50/Pkg.    
3302 L.   $7.50/Pkg. 

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
By Jan Brett
Set in Sweden, this is the story of a wild little 
troll who runs away from home because he 
doesn’t want to do his chores. Rollo tries living 
with various woodland animals, but he finds out 
that there is no place like home, and he returns 
just in time for “the best Christmas ever.” A 
warm, fun-loving Christmas picture book for 
families to share. Ages 5-9.
3026.   $18.99  Hardcover

SWEDISH TOMTAR
Our cone-shaped Tomte come in two sizes.
3042.  $10.00   2.8”   3043.  $14.00   4.4”
And, our coordinating cone-shaped trees 
also match the figures on page 6.
3044.   $9.00  4.6”  3045.   $11.00  5.5” 

Nisser (in Norway & Denmark), Tomtar (in Sweden) or 
Tonttu (in Finnish) are the elves of folklore that 

Scandinavians have loved for generations.  Your elf will 
bring your family good fortune in the coming year if you 

remember him or her with a Christmas Eve treat!  

3019

3020

3021

3023

3026

3038.   $20.00   5” 

3035.       $7.00   2.7” 

30423043

3044

3045

3036.       $7.00   2.7” 
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3049

1281

FINNISH OUTDOOR 
PINES VOTIVE
Whether it sits in the winter 
snow or in the summer 
garden, this votive with a 
metal wind shield top will add 
a festive touch.  
3056.  $11.00   6.5” 

Holiday
Lights

NISSE TAPERS
Our festive candles from Denmark fit in any 
standard taper candleholder.  
3046.  $10.50/Pr.  9.2”

NISSE DROP CANDLES
These are a decorated version of our popular 
drop candles.  They fit standard taper 
candleholders.  3047.  $19.75/Pr.  7.2”

DANISH NISSE CONE CANDLES
Hand-made in 100% stearin.  
3048.  $29.00/Pkg.of 4   9.7”    2”Ø
(one candle for each week of Advent)

CERAMIC VOTIVE CUPS
are the perfect holder for our cone candles
or tealights.    3049.   2”   $8.00 each 

ADVENT TAPERS
Count the days down to Christmas with our 
taper candle from Denmark.  100% Stearin
3050.   $5.25 each   12”

ADVENT PILLAR CANDLE
Or, enjoy our larger advent pillar candle.
3051.   $13.50 each   10”  2”Ø
(see our ceramic votive cup 3049 - 
it’s the perfect size to hold these pillars)

CERAMIC TOMTE CANDLEHOLDER
Our holder holds 2” diameter candles or 
tealights.  3052.  $12.50  (candle not included)
3052C.  $6.00  Swedish 6 hour stearin candle  4” tall

PAPER NAPKINS
Our of Triple-ply napkins come in cocktail or 
luncheon sizes in packages of 20.
3053 C.   $5.50/Pkg.    3053 L.   $7.50/Pkg. 
3054 C.   $5.50/Pkg.    3054 L.   $7.50/Pkg. 

SWEDISH WOOD TAPER HOLDERS
Our holders come in two heights in a 
festive red lacquer finish.   
3059.    $31.00  7.5”   
3060.   $33.00  9.5”
(For drop candles see page 35)

BEAD CANDLE AND NAPKIN RINGS
These traditional wooden rings are great 
for the holiday table.  Use them as 
candle rings or napkin rings.  
3061.   $16.50 for a set of 4

SILHOUETTE PAPER NAPKINS 
These napkins are cut to the outlines 
of this tomte’s hat.  They’re printed on 
heavyweight paper so they can be folded 
to stand up.
3062.  $9.50/Package of 12 napkins

PAPER NAPKINS 
Holiday decorations are the theme for 
these Danish paper napkins.  
Package of 20.
3063.  $7.50/Pkg. - Luncheon only

PYRAMID  CANDLES 
Inspired by Christmas 
trees, these 100% 
stearin candles fit in a 
taper candle holder. 7.2”
3055.  $15.00 per pair.  

3046
3047 3055

2076 C or L

3063

TOMTE WITH GIFTS NAPKINSHYGGE SYMBOLS NAPKINS

3048

3051
3050

3052

3053 C or L 3054 C or L

SCANDI TOMTE NAPKINS

3056

3057

3058

LINENS FROM SWEDEN
Our festive linens for kitchen or table are 
woven in 100% organic cotton by the master 
weavers at Ekelund.    
3057.  Dekoration Towel   $23.50   14X20”
3058.  Dekoration Runner  $54.50   14X47”

3059 3060

3061

3062
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SWEDISH FELT SNOWFLAKE
Our hand-made felt snowflake makes a lovely 
hanging decoration--or a decorative trivet.
3073.   $20.00  6.6”

PEWTER ORNAMENTS
are hand-cast in Norway.
3074 or 3075.    $17.50  2”

GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from 
Sweden are worn 
by nearly everyone 
in Scandinavia.  
They dramatically 
improve the 
visibility of 
pedestrians in low 
light conditions with 
their 3M reflector 
technology.  Attach 
them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
3071.  $6.00     2.5”  

SWEDISH 
WINDSHIELD SCRAPER
Made of super tough birch 
laminate, this is a natural 
solution for dealing with 
wintery mornings. 
3072.   $11.00  6.5”

3072

2023 L 
or C

BLUE TWIG PAPER NAPKINS
in frosty blue colors are perfect for your 
winter entertaining.  They come in cocktail 
or luncheon sizes in packages of 20.
3067 C.   $5.50/Pkg.    
3067 L.   $7.50/Pkg.   

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
Here are more of our always-popular cleaning 
wonders from Sweden--which make a perfect 
hostess gifts. 
3064 to 3066  $7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8”

OZONE COTTON SOCKS
We have this lovely, folk-inspired motif: 
Reindeer.  One size fits all.
3068 B or R.  Reindeer Pattern Socks 
 $16.00/pair
(Be sure to specify color when ordering)

WINTER GNOMES
JIGSAW PUZZLE
Challenge your puzzle skills with this 1,000 piece 
puzzle of Gnomes frolicking in winter fun..  This has 
an extra challenge--the cover doesn’t exactly match 
the puzzle, so “cheating” is harder!
3069.  $24.00

GNOME NOTES
Kirsten Sevig’s water-color art makes charming 
notecards.  3070.   $13.95/Pkg. of 8 Asst.

Scandinavians celebrate the 
winter snow with sports--all the 
better to appreciate the warmth 

of home when they arrive.

Snowfall

SNOWFLAKE AND 
MITTEN JEWELRY 
FROM NORWAY
Our silver-plated jewelry 
celebrates the winter 
wonderlands of Scandinavia.
3076.   Snowflake Necklace  $27.00
3077.   Snowflake Earrings  $19.75
3078.   Mitten Necklace  $37.00
3079.   Mitten Earring  $32.50
Necklaces come with 18” chains.

ALL SHOWN AT ACTUAL SIZE

3064

3065

3066

3067 C and L

3068 B

3068 R

3069

3070

3075

3074

3079 
3077

3078

3073

3076



Chocolate-covered marzipan from 
Denmark’s renowned chocolatier.
3101.  $7.25  2.6 oz. 

Sweets

3086
10

TOFFEE AND SEA SALT
A gourmet milk chocolate double bar 
with Icelandic sea salt and caramel.
3087.  $11.00  7.1 oz. 

DARK CHOCOLATE & SEA SALT
A 70% dark chocolate double bar 
with Icelandic sea salt..
3088.  $11.00  7.1 oz. 

3090

Milk Chocolate Bar 
Creamy milk chocolate.
3092.   $4.50   2.12 oz. 

Firkløver Bar  
Creamy milk chocolate & bits 
of hazelnuts.  
3093.   $4.50   2.12 oz. 

Smil
Milk chocolate filled with 
soft caramel in bite-sized 
sections. 3094.  $4.95  2.7 oz.

Milk Chocolate Bar 
Our favorite Swedish milk chocolate.
3095.    $5.95   3.5 oz 

Milk Chocolate with 
Daim pieces  
Milk chocolate coats 
buttery toffee.
3096.   $10.50  7.05 oz.

Daim  Milk chocolate coats 
buttery toffee.  Two bars per 
package.    3097.   $3.25  1.97 oz.

Freia 
Chocolate from Norway

3092

3093

MINI DAIM 
These bite-sized pieces of 
buttery, chocolate-covered 
toffee are individually wrapped .
3089.  $10.00/Pkg  7.1 oz. 

Marabou 
Chocolate from Sweden

5144

Dark Chocolate 47%
The flavors of Finland in almost 
decadent dark chocolate.
3098.  $10.50  7.05 oz.

Milk Chocolate
Fazer’s “Blue” milk chocolate.
3099.  $10.50  7.05 oz.

Chocolate With 
Salty Toffee Crunch
Milk chocolate with extras.
3100.  $10.50  7.05 oz.

Fazer 
Chocolate from Finland

3095

3094

3096

3101 11

3097

3098

3091

3099

3100

DUMLE
Individually-wrapped soft caramel 
chews in milk chocolate.    
3090.  $11.50/Pkg   7.7 oz.

CHOCOLATE & LICORICE BALLS
A combination of licorice & chocolate 
flavors.    3091.  $8.75  4.4 oz. Anthon Berg 

Marzipan from Denmark

NORDIC SWEETS 
These make great stocking stuffers. 
Soft Raspberries give Swedish gummis a taste of summer.     
3080.  $8.50/Pkg. 

Mintees are mint-flavored dark chocolates in crunchy shells.    
3081.  $8.50/Pkg.  6 oz

Chocolate Covered Licorice Sticks are a new treat.  
Dark chocolate sprinkled with peppermint crunch cover a 
licorice core..  3082.  $7.50/Pkg.  1.5 oz

NIDAR LABAN
Norway’s most popular gummi candies are these fruity 
gummi people.    3085.  $10.50/Pkg.  5.64 oz. 

HALVA FINNISH LICORICE
A great treat for any lovers of Nordic dark licorice.   
3086.  $6.50/Pkg.   7 oz.

Sirius 
Chocolate from Iceland

2077

2078

2079

3087

3088

3084

SWEDISH GLÖGG 
MULLING SPICES
Create your own glögg or add 
a Scandinavian taste and 
aroma to apple cider. 
3084.  $20.00   3.6 oz.

ORREFORS HEART 
This glass art from Orrefors can hold 
treats or a candle.  4.8”
3083.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00
SALE FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER

3083

3080

3082

3081

3085



Pepparkakor
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ENGRAVED ROLLING PINS
Our rolling pins will press a 
pattern across your cookies.  We offer two 
motifs:  Poinsettias or Hearts & Stars.  Each 
comes with recipes and instructions tied to 
the handle with Swedish folk ribbon.   
3105.   Poinsettia Pattern  $30.00    15”
3106.   Hearts  & Stars $30.00    15”

2118

13

3111

3112

SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTERS
Our cookie cutter sets will make cookies 
fun for children of all ages to decorate.  
They come tied with Swedish folk ribbon 
and a recipe card.  
3107.  Swedish Icons Set
$7.00/Set of 3    5-6” average  
3108.  Tomte Set  
$7.00/Set of 3    5”

GINGERBREAD HOUSE 
SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTER
Just roll out your dough and press the 
cutter twice to make all the parts you 
need to create a gingerbread house! 
Each cutter comes with a recipe card 
tied on with Swedish ribbon.   
3109.  $12.00      7.7 X 11”

GINGERBREAD TREE
SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTER
Make stand up cookies with our 
cutter.  It comes with a recipe cards
3110.  $12.00      7.7 X 11”

RIM COOKIE CUTTERS
Make bite-sized cookies to perch on 
the rim of a cup of your coffee or cocoa.  
We offer two sets of three assorted 
shapes tied with Swedish folk ribbon 
and a recipe card.   
3111 or 3112.  $8.50/Set    2”

1023

3114

SWEDISH PEPPARKAKOR
Quintessential Swedish cookies, our gingery pepparkakor will melt 
in your mouth.  Heart--shaped cookies come in a festive tin.
3113.  $7.00   10.6 oz. Box   3114.  $20.00   10.6 oz. Gift Tin 

PEPPARKAKOR METAL CANNISTER
Keep all your home-baked cookies fresh in this 
charming tin with vintage motif.
3102.   $31.00   8”

2119

3108

3107

3113

3109

3110

SWEDISH
DISHCLOTH

3103 or 3104.  
$7.00 each

Julmarknad Stockholm Gamle Stan

3105

3103

3104

3106

3102
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SANDBAKKEL TINS
These non-stick tins make those 
delicious, almondy cookies we love.   
A set of 9 tart tins comes tied with 
Swedish ribbon and a recipe.    
3124.   $10.50/Set   3”.
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THE GREAT SCANDINAVIAN BAKING BOOK
By  Beatrice Ojakangas
Gourmet cook, Beatrice Ojakangas, shares recipes from 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Iceland for hearty 
breads, delicate pastries, and irresistible savory main course 
pies, pastries, and stuffed breads. This best-selling cookbook 
is now available in paperback! In addition to mouthwatering 
recipes, you’ll find information on 
Scandinavian traditions, along with plenty of 
helpful tips.   3126.  $18.95  Hardcover

NORWEGIAN BAKING THROUGH 
THE SEASONS
By Nevada Berg
Organized according to Norway’s five 
seasons, the book features ninety 
sweet and savory recipes and 
includes traditional baked goods for 
Norwegian holidays and other 
celebrations and special 
occasions.  Stunning photography 
captures the delicate details of 
Nevada’s mountain farm home, 
showing how the seasons shape 
what’s going into the oven and onto the 
plate each time of the year: Rustic Spelt 
Crackers, Candied Almond Cake, Wild 
Blueberry and Oregano Bread, Troll 
Cream Oatmeal Cookies, or Lefse with 
Cinnamon Buttercream. Each recipe 
is introduced by a brief mood-setting 
text, incorporates the best 
ingredients each season has to 
offer, and is also entirely 
adaptable to anyone’s pantry.   
3127.  $35.00  Hardcover, 256 Pgs.

SIMPLY SCANDINAVIAN
By  Trine Hahnemann
In a nod to the Scandinavian way of 
eating, this book offers over 80 
unpretentious and straightforward dishes 
with a focus on ease of cooking and 
seasonality. By showing just how 
achievable it is to get amazing flavors 
out of a handful of good ingredients, 
Trine creates solutions for easy 
breakfasts, vegetable-forward mid-
week meals and simple but 
impressive ways to entertain family 
and friends. This is an 
uncomplicated and greener way to 
cook and eat, from an expert in 
Scandinavian cookery.   
3128.  $37.50  Hardcover, 
240 Pgs.

KLADDKAKA CAKE PAN
You’ll get raves for the sticky Swedish chocolate cake 
you bake with this pan.  It comes with the recipe.   
3129.   $14.00   9”

1002

STRAWBERRY LINENS FROM SWEDEN
Summer comes alive in these beautifully-woven linens 
in organic cotton from the master weavers at Ekelund.  
3122.  Sengana Towel   $23.50   14X20”
3123.  Sengana Runner  $46.00   14X39”

HolidayBaking

3120 3121 

FRUIT PRESERVES
Delicious preserves from Sweden are 
enjoyed by everyone.  We have both the 
favorite Lingonberry and the very 
special Cloudberry preserves. 
3120.  Lingonberry   $13.00  14.1 oz. 
3121.  Cloudberry  $18.75   14.1 oz.

ALMOND CAKE PAN
Our teflon-coated and dishwasher-safe cake pan 
makes this favorite of Swedish cakes.  It comes with 
a recipe card tied on with Swedish folk ribbon.   
3125.   $16.00   12” Ø

3116

3118

HEART NECKLACE
The richly grained burlwood is prized 
in Finland.  This heart is hand-cut and 
polished and then stained red and 
lacquered.  3116.  $29.00   
20” sterling chain.

3115

31223119

3125
3126

3127

3128

31293123 

3124 

EKELUND RUNNER
Ekelund’s Solblomma runner was 
woven in Sweden of organic cotton.  
3115.  $46.00   14X39”

HEART ORNAMENTS
We have a richly-detailed pewter 
ornament from Norway, and a woven 
heart-themed decoration from Sweden.  
3117.   $17.50   2”
3118.   $6.75   2”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTH
This Strawberry Patch dishcloth will add 
a taste of midsommar to your kitchen.  
3119.   $7.00

3117



31363134

16 17

3141 W

3141 B

3141 R

3139 P

3139 G

3139 B

For the
Kitchen

PLURING SWEDISH CLOTH HOLDERS
Here’s an elegantly simple solution for hanging towels 
and dishcloths in the kitchen or bathroom.  Just poke 
the fabric into the center of the Pluring, and it grips to 
hold.  The peel-off adhesive tape back attaches to all 
smooth surfaces.  Made in Sweden.   
3141 B, R or W.   $6.50 ea.

DISHBRUSHES
We love these brushes from Smart 
Microfiber of Sweden.  They have 
easy grip silicone handles and 
natural bristle heads.  You can slide 
the silicone off to swap in a fresh 
replacement brush head should you 
need to.  Three color choices:  
Black, Gray or Petrol. 
3139 B, G or P.  $9.00 each  9.5”
Replacement brush head. 
3140.  $3.75

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS 
More of our always popular 
eco-friendly cloths for your kitchen. 
3142 to 3144.  
$7.00 each   6.7 X 8. 

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS 
AND DRYING MAT
Our drying mat is super 
absorbant--put one under your dish 
drainer, colander of freshly-washed 
produce, or hand-washed 
glassware.  
3146.  $10.00   13.7X12”
Matching Daisies dishcloth
3145.  $7.00   6.7 X 8. 

   

3143

3144

POT GUARDS
Who’s watching the boiling pot?
Keep your pots from sputtering and 
bubbling over by venting them with 
this clever, laser-cut birch pot guard.     
3131.  $6.50   2”

FINNISH BIO CHEESE SLICER
Our cheeselicer is made from 98% bio-based wood 
fiber and sugar cane!  Renewable and recyclable, 
it’s lightweight, strong, dishwasher safe (top rack) 
and earth-friendly.
3130.   Cheese Slicer  $9.00

HINZA TOTE FROM SWEDEN
We love these totes, made of durable 
polypropylene, for all things outdoors.  Just wash 
off sand or dirt after that trip to the beach or garden 
center.  You can even disinfect them with wipes or 
bleach.  They hold up to 45 pounds.    
3132.   $49.00   17 wide” 

MINI HINZA TOTE
We have a new smaller size that is a ready to go 
“gift bag” or purse, knitting supply caddy, or.....  
3133.  $39.00   12” wide

3132
3133 

3140

3131

3135

3137

KALA STYLE SOAPS
Our popular soaps come from a family business which has 
made fine soaps for 30 years.  They are great stocking stuffers!
3134.  Icelandic Ash Soap Made from the volcanic ash of 
geothermal Iceland’s lava fields.   $9.00
3135.  Icelandic Moss Soap is made with wild, hand-harvested 
Icelandic Moss, antioxidant-rich sage essential oil, and 
sustainable soap base. $9.00
3136.  Sea Salt Soap smells like your favorite 
day by the sea!  $9.00
3137.  Cedar Wood Soap  
With its woodsy aroma, cedar 
wood oil has properties that help 
combat stress, ease tension, 
and improve focus.   $10.00

DISHBRUSH STAND
This clever stand will 
catch the drips from our 
dishbrush--or put some 
liquid soap in the cup 
and dip the brush in for 
washing.
3138.  $13.50  11”

3130
3138

3142

3145

3146
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Nordic Accents
SCANDI RUSTIC
By Rebecca Lawson & Reena Simon
In their first book, Scandi Rustic Style, they reveal how to 
create a home that takes elements of Scandinavian design 
and introduces rustic natural materials and textures to create a 
Scandi-inspired interior that is cozy, relaxed, and inviting. Come 
on a journey that takes in the very best in Scandi Rustic homes. 
Whether you live in an urban apartment, a country cottage, or a 
blank-canvas new-build, this relaxed, sustainable, modern 
rustic style will work perfectly for your home. 3162.  $35.00

MY HYGGE HOME
By Meik Wiking
Now more than ever before, our homes need to be a place of 
comfort, a place to feel safe when we shut the door. Our homes 
are where we can truly be ourselves, unwind, and 
create special memories with our family and friends. Inspired by 
Danish design and traditions, this beautiful new book from Meik 
Wiking shows us how to turn our home into a cozy sanctuary 
and live a bit like the happiest people in the world—the Danes. 
Hygge (pronounced hoo-ga) is the art of surrounding yourself in 
comfort and is at the core of Danish culture in creating a happy 
space. With simple tips based on new research from The 
Happiness Institute in Copenhagen, this book reveals what 
makes a happy home: including the difference between space 
and size, the importance of lighting, and how to foster better 
connections with our loved ones. No matter how 
much space you have or what your budget is, 
Meik explains how you can use color, light, 
and space to create your happy place and 
celebrate coziness the Danish way.
3163.   $27.99

19

2154

3163

EKELUND LINENS FROM SWEDEN
Ekelund’s Swedish weaving tradition has continued since 1692.  The richly detailed 
designs are woven in organic cotton to the highest standards.  
3147.  Julfaglar Towel  $23.50  14 X 20”  3148.  Julfaglar Runner  $54.50 14 X  47”
3149.  Ronnbarsblad Towel  $23.50  14 X 20”  3150.  Ronnbarsblad Runner  $54.50  14 X  47”

COOEE OF SWEDEN BALL VASES
These simple, but elegant, ceramic vases have become an icon for this family-owned 
business in southern Sweden.  Each vase is hand-glazed with a unique soft matte finish 
that feels as lovely as it looks.  3151 W or G.   $30.00 each   4”Ø

FELT BOUQUET
Our 14 stem bouquet of felt balls and foliage on stems is both care-free and colorful.   
3152.  $74.00 for a set of 14 stems

BIRCH CANDLEHOLDERS FROM SWEDEN
These elegant, birch taper holders come in two sizes in natural birch or 
lacquered black or white finishes.  
3153. Short Black  $31.00 ea. 7.5”  3154.  Tall Black  $33.00 ea. 9”
3156. Short Natural  $23.00 ea. 7.5”  3157.  Tall Natural  $26.00 ea. 9””   
3159. Short White  $31.00 ea. 7.5”  3160.  Tall White  $33.00 ea. 9” 

CANDLE RINGS 
in natural birch, white or black from Sweden are a perfect accent to our candleholders 
and can also be used as napkin rings.   3155. Black  3158.  Natural  3161. White   
$16.50/Set of 4  

    

EKELUND LINENS FROM SWEDEN
We love the simple elegance of these 
linens proudly made by the skilled 
weavers at Ekelund.  
3164.  Grannar Runner  $54.50  14 X  47”.  
3165.  Grannar Towel  $23.50  14 X 20”  

3148

3150 3164

31493147

3151 W

3151 G

3152

3165

3161

3160 3159

3157

3156

3153

3154

3155

3158

3162
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SWEDISH WOODEN BIRDS
are small celebrations of nature in wood 
from the forests of Sweden.  
3180 B, R or W.    $13.00 each   3.6”

BIRD ORNAMENTS
Made in Sweden of hand painted wood.  
3181 B or R.    $7.25   1.7”
3182 N or R.    $4.50  2.6””

3180 B
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SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
You’ll never want to use another 
kind of dishcloth after you’ve used
 the amazing Swedish dishcloths.  
They are simply the best for surface 
cleaning--especially stone or stainless 
steel.  And, they are biodegradable.  
3168 to 3176.   
$7.00 each 

3180 R

3180 W

Customers can 
personalize these 

with a pen to use as 
a package tag.

2175

To Jenny

BirdsEKELUND TOWELS
Woven in organic cotton in
Horred, Sweden by the master 
weavers of Ekelund. 
3166.  Katter Towel  $23.50  14 X 20”
3167.  Hundar Towel  $23.50  14 X 20”

3177

3178

POT GUARDS
Keep your pots from 
sputtering and bubbling 
over by venting them 
with these clever, 
laser-cut birch 
pot guards.     
3177 or 3178.  
$6.50 each   2”

Pets

3166

3167

3168

3169

3170 3175

3171

3173

3172

3176

3174

3179
3185

3186

3187

3181 R 3181 B

3182 N
3182 R 3184

3183

GLASS BIRD DECORATIVE LIGHT
This glass bird with battery powered mini LED lights can 
be hung at a window--or on a tree. 
3179.    $28.00   5”

FELT BIRD ORNAMENTS
Our small flock of birds are made of needle-felted wool.
3185.    $25.00/Set of 3    2.7””

FELT COIN PURSES
We love the details on these bird-themed purses made 
of needle-felted wool.
3186 or 3187.    $20.00 eadh    5.5”

BORN IN SWEDEN BIRDFEEDER 
This new hanging feeder has a 6.5’ cord.  
Simply clip on a seed ball or suet bag. 
3183.   $27.50  5” Ø

BORN IN SWEDEN BIRDFEEDER 
This clever design simply attaches to your 
window with its suction cup.  Perfect for 
small birds, this feeder has been a best 
seller in Sweden for several years. 
3184.   $30.00  4.5” Ø 



3207

3208

EKELUND LINENS 
Forest mushrooms for your table or 
kitchen from Sweden.
3200.  Svamprik Runner  
$54.50   14 X  47”
3201.  Svamprik Towel  $32.50  16 X 24” 

MUSHROOM NUTCRACKER
Simply turn the mushroom cap to 
crack the nuts inside the body of the 
nutcracker.   3202.  $21.00 each  4”

ORNAMENTS
Woodland decorations for your tree.
3204.  Barkwood Hedgehog  $11.50   3”
3205.  Wood Mushroom  $9.75   3”
3206.  Felt Mushrooms  
$20.00/Pkg.of 5   1.5”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
come in the colors of nature.
3207 or 3210.   $7.00 each

MERINO WOOL SWEDISH SOCKS   
Our Mushroom socks from Bengt & 
Lotta are made in Sweden of Merino 
wool for super comfort.  
3211 B or G.  $24.50/pair
Machine-washable.  Available in two sizes 
(women’s shoe sizes listed here):    
S = sizes 5-8  L = sizes 8-13     

2322
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COLOR:   YELLOW:  Pantone 109

 
GREEN:  Pantone 362

 
DARK GREEN:  Pantone 364

 
WHITE

 
BLACK: Pantone Black 6

 

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
with woodland friends
3194 or 3195.   $7.00 each

ROTARY 
CANDLE HOLDER
Our woodland-themed 
holders gently spin from the 
heat of a single tealight. 
3196 or 3197.   
$17.50 each  6.5”

WOODLAND 
ORNAMENTS
Our forest friend ornaments
are laser-cut out of birch. 
3198 or 3199.   $6.00 ea.  2” 

WOODLAND NOTECARDS
Lovely designs by Kristen Sevig are 
printed on recycled paper.Eight 
assorted cards & envelopes.  
3193.  $13.95  4.5 X 6”

 

TALES OF THE MUSHROOM FOLK
By Signe Aspelin
The mushroom folk are waking up from their winter sleep and emerging into the 
sunshine. Each family has its own characteristics and we get to know them well in 
these charming little tales.  Meet the golden Coral Mushrooms, the bumpy Brain 
Mushrooms, the pale Parasol Mushrooms, the fat Puffballs, the stinky Stinkhorns 
and the regal Button Mushrooms.  Illustrated in a classic style reminiscent of Elsa 
Beskow and Sibylle von Olfers, this is a lovely picture book filled with natural 
detail of the woods and meadows where the mushroom folk live.
3188.   $18.95  Hardcover

ENGRAVED WOODEN UTENSILS
Our laser-engraved beechwood with an intricate 
motif will bring a Nordic accent to your kitchen.
3189.   “Mushroom” Spoon   $4.00    11.3”
3190.   “Mushroom” Cutting Board  $20.00    12”

FELT PURSES
with woodland friends
3191 or 3192.   $20.00 each   5.5”

3188

3198

319931973196

3195

3194

3189

3190

3193 3192

3191

3204

3200

3206

3203

3211 G 3211 B

3202

3205

3209

3210

3201

PAPER NAPKINS
Triple-ply luncheon-size paper napkins 
for your festive table in packages of 20.
3203.  $7.50/Package
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Nordic
Knits
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BENGT & LOTTA SOCKS   
The designs from Bengt & Lotta 
have created loyal fans around the 
world.  Their collection of socks are 
made in Sweden of Merino wool for 
super comfort.  
3222 B or G.  
Fox Pattern  $24.50/pair  
3223 B or G.  
Owl Pattern  $24.50/pair  
3224 B or G.  
Squirrel Pattern  $24.50/pair  
3225 B or G.  
Monica Pattern  $24.50/pair  
3226 B or G.  
Garden Pattern  $24.50/pair  
(Be sure to specify size & color when 
ordering)

Machine-washable.  Available in two sizes 
(women’s shoe sizes listed here):    
S = sizes 5-8  L = sizes 8-13   

BORJESSON HAT & MITTENS
Cozy wool accessories imported from Sweden..
3227.  Borjesson Hat  $31.00
3228.  Borjesson Mittens  $31.00

SETESDAL PATTERN WOOLENS
Our merino wool hat and scarf come from Vrikke.
3229.  Hat  $54.00  
3230.  Scarf  $70.00   11 X 59”

Blossoms

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
bring a touch of 
nature into your 
kitchen cleaning.
3213 to 3215.   
$7.00 each

EKELUND LINENS 
FROM SWEDEN
Celebrate the colors of nature with 
woven organic cotton textiles from 
Ekelund--proudly made in Sweden 
since 1692. 
3216.  Colour Towel  $23.50    14 X 20”
3217.  Colour Runner  
$54.50   14 X  47”
3218.  Blomsterslinga Towel  
$23.50    14 X 20”
3219.  Blomsterslinga Runner  
$54.50   14 X  47”
3220.  Flora Towel  $23.50    14 X 20”
3221.  Flora Runner  $54.50   14 X  47”

FLORA NOTES
A selection of charming water color 
illustrations from Kirsten Sevig are printed on 
recycled paper.  $13.95/Set of 8 cards and 
envelopes.  3212.  Flora Notecards   4 X 6”

3212

3213

3214

3215

3216

3218

3220

3219

3221

3217

3222 G 3222 B

3223 G
3223 B

3224 G 3224 B 3225 G

3225 B

3229

3230

3226 B

3226 G

3228

3227
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GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
Personal reflectors from 
Sweden are worn by 
nearly everyone in 
Scandinavia.  
They dramatically 
improve the visibility of 
pedestrians in low light 
conditions with their 3M 
reflector technology.  
Attach them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
3242.  $6.00    2.5”  

3242

3239.   $8.00   2.3” 

3240.   $8.00   2.3” 
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SWEDISH
DISHCLOTH

3233.  $7.00

3241.   $6.75   2.3” 

DALA HORSE ORNAMENTS
FROM SWEDEN
Here are Dala Horses to decorate 
your tree.   3239, 3240 or 3241

EKELUND LINENS
Ekelund’s Kurbitsblom combines 
Dala horses and the classic kurbits 
folk painting motif.  Woven in organic 
cotton in Sweden.
3243.  Towel  $23.50   14 X 20”
3244.  Runner  $54.50   14 X 47”

D IS FOR DALA HORSE - 
A NORDIC ALPHABET
By Kathy-jo Wargin
Explore Greenland where, contrary to its name, 
more than 80 percent of the land is covered by 
an ice cap. It is home to the polar bear, as well 
as walrus, reindeer, and seal. Stop off in 
Copenhagen, the capital city of Denmark--the 
statue of the Little Mermaid from Hans Christian 
Andersen’s fairy tale can be found near the 
harbor. Visit Sweden’s lively Jokkmokk Winter 
Market which draws visitors from around the 
world, or sample the tasty fare of a Swedish 
smorgasbord. D is for Dala Horse: A Nordic 
Countries Alphabet gives young readers an A-Z 
tour.3245.   $17.95  Hardcover

SWEDEN
By Sabine von Kienlin
This is a flex-cover paperback edition of the 
spectacular hardcover coffee-table book 
showing the fascinating diversity and beauty of 
Sweden. Sweden, a symbol of Scandinavian 
idyll, inspires with its falun-red wooden houses 
surrounded by dense forests, with its quiet bays, 
long sandy beaches, lighthouses and windmills, 
colorful boathouses, the glittering sea between 
archipelagos, the infinite number of lakes, the 
lonely and wide snow landscapes, dog sleds, 
reindeer and moose.
3246.   $14.95 
Softcover

Dala Horses

SWEDISH TOMTE   
Our Dala Horse riding figures 
are made of wood with knit 
costumes.
3231.  $14.50   3.5”
3232.  $14.50   3.5”

DALA HORSE LIP BALM
Lingonberry-flavored lip balm.
3236.    $3.25   2”

OZONE COTTON SOCKS
We have this lovely folk-inspired motif: 
Nordic Stripe.  One size fits all.
3237 B or R.  Dala Horse Pattern  
 $16.00/pair
(Be sure to specify color when ordering)

3231

3236

3237 R

3237 B

3235

3234
3238 3244

3232

3246

3247

3245

3243

ENGRAVED WOODEN UTENSILS
Our laser-engraved beechwood with Dala Horse 
motif will bring a Swedish accent to your kitchen.. 
3234.   “Dala Horse” Spoon   $4.00    11.3”
3235.   “Dala Horse” Cutting Board  $20.00    12”

MOSAIC ALDERWOOD DALA HORSE TRIVET
Hundreds of wooden pieces make up this lovely trivet 
3238.   “Dala Horse” Trivet   $43.50   6”

DALA HORSE MUG 
Our ceramic mug is perfect for 
your favorite hot beverage.
3247.  $14.00   14 ounce
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Heritage

ROSEMALING NOTECARDS
Ethel Kvalheim has been awarded the distinguished 
Medal of St. Olav for carrying on the tradition of Norwegian 
rosemaling in America. She has created eight original 
designs for this card pack. Each card pack includes 8 cards 
(1 each of 8 designs), and 8 envelopes; packaged in an 
attractive slipcase.    3253.    $13.95

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTH
By Norwegian 
designer 
Annette Wie.
3252.  $7.00

3256
SUZANNE TOFTEY 
WOOL SCARVES
These lightweight scarves are decorated 
with the rich rosemaling tradition of Norway.   
3258 G.  Gray  3258 W  White  
3258 B.  Blue    $47.50   29 X 70”

NORWEGIAN PEWTER BROOCH
Our pewter brooch was hand-cast in 
Telemark, Norway.   3259.  $30.00

ALL JEWELRY IS SHOW ACTUAL SIZE

NORWEGIAN 
PEWTER ORNAMENTS
Beautifully detailed, hand-
cast ornaments are inspired 
by the rich folk traditions 
of Norway.  3255 to 3257.  
$17.50 each  2”

FELT FLAG TRIVETS
These patriotic trivets are made by 
sewing together felt balls.
7.3 X 9”
3254 N.  Norway  $32.00
3254 S.  Sweden  $32.00
3254 F.  Finland  $32.00
3254 D.  Denmark  $32.00

ENGRAVED WOODEN UTENSILS
Our laser-engraved beechwood with an intricate motif will 
bring a Nordic accent to your kitchen.. 
3248.   “Rosemaling” Cutting Board  $20.00    12”
3249.   “Rosemaling” Spoon   $4.00    11.3”

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

NORWEGIAN STERLING SØLJE
is the national jewelry of Norway.  Our sterling silver 
collection is made by Sylvsmidja in Voss, Norway.
3260.  Heart Brooch w/Blue Stones  $65.50
This can convert to a necklace - -simply add a sterling chain 3261.
3261.  Sterling Chain, 19”   $23.00
3262.  Filigree Ring (adjustable size)  $72.00
3263.  Hair Clip in oxidized finish  $54.50
This can convert to a necklace -- simply add sterling chain 3261
3264.  Necklace in White Finish  $60.50 with 19” Chain
3265.  Earring in White Finish  $50.00

CERAMIC
MUGS
Enjoy a morning 
coffee break with 
one of our mugs 
decorated with 
Rosemaling 
accents.
3250.  $11.50
3251.  $11.50

3250 3251

3254 N

3254 S

3254 F

3254 D

3248
3249

3255

3258 G 3258 B

3258 W

3259 3260

3262
3263

3264

3265



GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from 
Sweden are worn 
by nearly everyone 
in Scandinavia.  
They dramatically 
improve the 
visibility of 
pedestrians in low 
light conditions with 
their 3M reflector 
technology.  Attach 
them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
3269.  $6.00     2.5”  

30
3273

31

3270

NORSE MYTHS: MEET THE 
GODS, MONSTERS AND 
HEROES OF THE VIKINGS
By Matt Ralphs
Exciting stories, extraordinary 
creatures, and compelling gods, 
goddesses, and heroes come 
together in this compendium of 
Norse myths—first told long ago 
by the Vikings. Perfect for 
children ages 7 to 9, this
collection contains more than 
30 enthralling new retellings.
3266.   $21.99 Hardcover

NORDIC LOVE 
JIGSAW PUZZLE
Challenge your puzzle skills 
with this 1,000 piece puzzle of 
Scandinavian icons.  This has 
an extra challenge--the cover 
doesn’t exactly match the 
puzzle, so “cheating” is harder.
3268.  $24.00

3268

3271

3272

MARIUS PATTERN SPATULAS
We can’t promise that your batter will 
taste more Norwegian using these 
utensils--but they will may make your 
baking tasks feel more Norsk.
3285 B or R.  $25.00  
3286.  Mini set of 2  $20.50/Set  

MARIUS LIP BALM
Lingonberry-flavored 
lip balm.
3284.    $3.25 each  2”

Marius
Norway’s celebrated 

knitware pattern celebrates its 
70th anniversary this year.

VIKING DNA T-SHIRTS
Show your roots with this stylish cotton 
t-shirt.  Available in a full range of sizes.  
3267.   $21.00  S, M, L, XL, XXLVikings

STERLING VIKING JEWELRY
Our Oseberg Viking-inspired jewelry is 
made in Norway.  (Necklaces have 18” chains)
3274.  Oseberg Necklace  $84.50
3275.  Oseberg Earrings  $72.50
3276.  Thor’s Hammer Necklace  $57.50
3277.  Thor’s Hammer Earrings  $62.50

VIKING RUNIC JEWELRY
The Vikings believed that runes had great 
power.  From a collection that combines runic 
characters to create symbols to inspire, this 
necklace is made of sterling silver in Iceland.  
3278.   Strength Necklace   $86.50

FELT VIKING SHIP COIN PURSE
Needle-felted details make this purse special.  
Even the zipper pull has a felt detail.
3279.  $20.00  5.5”

ENGRAVED WOODEN UTENSILS
Our laser-engraved beechwood with an intricate 
motif will bring a Nordic accent to your kitchen.. 
3280.   “Knit” Cutting Board  $20.00    12”
3281.   “Knit” Spoon   $4.00    11.3”

VIKING ORNAMENTS
We have pewter ornaments 
from Norway (3270-3272) 
--as well as a wooden Viking 
Ship from Sweden (3273).
3270, 3271 or 3272.  
$17.50  2”
3273.  $7.25  2”

ALL JEWELERY IS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

VIKING SHIP WOODEN ACCESSORIES
are made of Alderwood.
3282.  Spreader  $6.50  7”
3283.  Trivet   $43.50  6”

3266

3275

3277

3276

3274

3278

3279 3282

3283

3286

3285 B

3285 R

3280

3281



STORY ORCHESTRA:
IN THE HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING
By Hattie Grylls
Discover the spellbinding magic of The Mountain King in this musical retelling of 

Peer Gynt – push the button on each beautiful scene to hear the vivid 
sound of an orchestra playing from Grieg’s score.

As you and your little one journey through 
the magical scenes, you will press the 
buttons to hear 10 excerpts from the 

score. Readers should press firmly on the 
pages to activate the sounds, encouraging 

interactive learning and introducing children 
to this beautiful piece of music.

3333.   $24.99  3295.   $24.99    Hardcover.   

3296

3297

3298

3299

3300

3301
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3304

OLE & LENA’S SCANDINAVIAN 
FORTUNE COOKIES
These unique cookies contain favorite Ole and 
Lena jokes (all in good taste)!  Each box has 
approximately one dozen, individually-wrapped 
cookies.   3304.  $6.00/box

33
3306

UFF DA 
ORNAMENT
This is cast in 
pewter in 
Norway. 
3307.    
$17.50   2”

LOOKING FOR THE HIDDEN FOLK:  
HOW ICELAND’S ELVES CAN SAVE THE EARTH
By Nancy Marie Brown
Illuminated by her own encounters with Iceland’s Otherworld—in ancient lava fields, 
on a holy mountain, beside a glacier or an erupting volcano, crossing the cold desert 
at the island’s heart on horseback—Looking for the Hidden Folk offers an intimate 
conversation about how we look at and find value in nature. It reveals how the words 
we use and the stories we tell shape the world we see. It argues that our beliefs 

about the Earth will preserve—or destroy it.
3287.  $28.95  Hardcover  328 Pgs.

SWEDISH
WINDSHIELD

SCRAPER
Made of super tough 

birch laminate, this is a 
natural solution for 

dealing with a 
wintery morning--

even if you 
feel about it just

the way this 
guy does...

3306.  $10.50

SWEDISH DISHCLOTH
It’s just the thing when 
cooking gets out of hand
3303 B or G.  $7.00

2289

YOU BETCHA PLAYING CARDS
Good cards, hotdishes, and friends are 
key ingredients to fun in the Midwest.  
Our double deck of playing cards bring 
these iconic Midwest comforts to life.  
Uff Da if you hold a losing hand.
3302.  $15.00/double deck set

LUTEFISK LIP BALM
No, it is actually mint- 
flavored lip balm.
3305.    $3.25 each  2”

NYFORM TROLL FROM NORWAY
These furry-haired latex trolls spring from 
the many folk tales of Norway.
3293.  Laughint Troll  $37.00   3.7”
3294.  Troll in Trunk   $31.00   3.7”

GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from 
Sweden are worn 
by nearly everyone 
in Scandinavia.  
They dramatically 
improve the 
visibility of 
pedestrians in low 
light conditions with 
their 3M reflector 
technology.  Attach 
them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
3292.  $6.00     2.5”  

MOOMIN WORDS TUMMY TIME
By Tove Jansson
Babies will love tummy time with this beautiful 
accordion book set in the wonderful world of 
Moominvalley.  A beautiful first fold out book, 
perfect for tummy time, 
with high contrast 
colors, and simple 
first words.
3288.   $8.99  
Fold-out Board Book

MOOMIN DISHES
Our Moomin dishes are dishwasher-safe
and BPA-free melamine. 
3289.   $52.50 for a three piece gift-boxed set
3290.   Plate  $10.50  8”
3291.   Mug   $10.50  8 oz.

Marvel at the gorgeous photography of Per Eide 
and Chad Ehlers.  Enjoy beautiful images of 
Norway or Sweden combined with folk painting 
and verses.    9.3 X 13”
3296.  Splendor of Norway Calendar  $15.99
3297.  Splendor of Sweden Calendar  $15.99

These have beautiful photography as well as 
authentic rosemaling or Dala painting.   9 X 13”
3298.  Norway Visions and Verses Calendar  $15.50
3299.  Sweden Visions and Verses Calendar  $15.50

These have postcard pretty scenic views from 
Finland and Denmark.  9 X 12”
3300.  Finland Calendar  $17.95
3301.  Denmark Calendar  $17.95

2024 Calendars

3294
3293

3295

3291

3290

3289

3292

3305



DANISH 
BALL CANDLES   
Our popular 2.5”
diameter ball candles 
are the candles of 
choice for our 
Danish Iron.  We have 
a palette of colors 
for all year round.  
3313 to 3318.   
$15.00/Pkg.of 4

34 3313 White 3317 Cobalt3316 Hunter Gr. 3318 Med. Blue3315 Cinnamon Red3314 Champagne

Perhaps it’s the long winter nights that 
have made candlelight such an integral part of 

home life in Scandinavia.  Candlelight creates an 
“occasion” out of an ordinary day.

Candlelight

35

3328 R 3328 W

3329

3328 I

3327 W 
10” Tapers 

3327 R

Detail    

3325

3326 R 3326 W

SWEDISH 
KANALLJUS
This taper candle has 
small holes running through 
the core to create a dripless  
candle; it is our most popular 
candle.  3325.  $32.00 per
package of 9.   8” 

SWEDISH 
CHIME CANDLES
These are 100% stearin 
from Sweden.   
3326 R or W.   
1/2”Ø X 4”   $8.50/Pkg. of 15

SWEDISH 
DINNER TAPERS 
Classic 10” dinner tapers 
of 100% stearin from Sweden 
come in white or red.
3327 R or W.  
$15.50/Box of 8

DROP CANDLES 
FROM SWEDEN
Made of 100% stearin, these 
lovely candles burn 13 hours.  
They come in pairs by color.   
3328 I, R, or W.   
$16.50 per pair   7.2”

MINI DROP CANDLES
3329.  $14.25 per pair
 
6 HOUR TEALIGHTS
These tealights from Sweden 
have a 6 hour burn time--50% 
longer than a typical tealight!   
3330.   $11.75 per
package of 30.  

ECO CLEAR CUP 
TEALIGHTS
We have clear cup tealights 
that will show off your crystal 
candle holders.  They are 
made from rapeseed oil in 
recycled plastic cups and burn 
a generous 7 hours!
3331.   $18.75 per
package of 40.  

Candle Essentials

3330 3331

VALENTINO VOTIVE   
3321.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

Danish   Iron
Simply change 
the candle color 
to match your 
decor or the 
mood of the 
season.   3308 
to 3312

BRILLIANCE VOTIVE   
3323.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

RASPBERRY VOTIVE   
3322.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

3310.   $33.50   7” 
3311.   $35.50  5” 

3308.   $65.00   10” 3309.   $47.50   1.55” 

3312.   $58.00   10” 

PRECIOUS VOTIVE   
3319.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

ORREFORS & KOSTA BODA 
NORDIC LIGHT VOTIVES 
Capture the magic of candlelight on a winter 
evening with these classic votives in crystal clear 
glass from Sweden’s renowned glass maker.
And enjoy special holiday promotional savings!
3319 to 3324.

SALE PRICE FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 

POLAR VOTIVE   
3320.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

SNOWBALL VOTIVE   
3324.  REG. $50.00  SALE  $37.00

A classic design celebrating its 50th year
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